
Various anti-driver activity in the assembly.
Much of this seems fairly lawless too, in my
opinion.

Action Needed: Please contact your PA
Representative, PA Senator, and Governor
Wolf and say you oppose HB 364 and SB
607. The first bill will change the state’s cur-
rent stop-arm camera law, and the second is
to allow municipal police radar. If you like,
you can also say you want all forms of auto-
mated traffic enforcement that PA currently
allows to be repealed. This includes red-light
cameras, speed cameras, and stop-arm cam-
eras. A short explanation is below.

HB 364 would make the stop-arm camera
law much worse. It would shift the violation
into being a civil infraction, make the owner
responsible, and make it almost impossible to
fight a ticket. It would also reward the enti-
ties that play a role in issuing tickets. Also
appears to allow the camera vendor to be
compensated in any manner, not just for ser-
vices rendered. We do not want payments
made by ticket volume. The law is also very
vague. This is being rammed through quick-
ly.

SB 607 allowing radar has been on the House
calendar for several cycles, with no action,
but can be voted on at any time. Something
will happen soon on this most likely.

June is the time when much anti-driver activ-
ity always occurs, before the summer recess.
Both bills need to bounce around for concur-
rence procedures, so please contact everyone.

Sufficient time is also not usually provided
before votes occur.

Recently, Philadelphia seemed to have been
acting on it’s own rather than seeking state
legislative approval to do things. SEPTA re-
cently put out a PDF file called “Expression
of Interest, Bus Camera Enforcement Sys-
tem.” This is for transit buses to issue auto-
mated tickets to cars that enter a bus lane.
This was NEVER approved by the state leg-
islature.

Also, Philly used a public vote to allow Ci-
vilian Traffic Enforcement Officers. The
FOP sure thinks this is not legal. This has not
been implemented yet and the exact duties
are undefined. Again, the state never autho-
rized it.

As you can see, you may also want to include
a line when contacting your officials, which
says that municipalities must not be permit-
ted to try get around the state legislature, and
hope nothing will happen. You can bring up
the two items above that Philly hopes to use.

Many entities in the state are hurting for rev-
enue. Any technique they can use to get mon-
ey will be tried, even if it seems to skirt the
law. As you can see here, traffic deaths are
still on a huge decline, so none of the heavy-
handed enforcement is necessary. Actually,
the number of fatalities is still declining de-
spite the anti-driver policies that can be
harming safety.

As usual, thanks for standing up for the rights
of drivers in Pennsylvania and supporting the
National Motorists Association.
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